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A Walk In London
Explore the boulevards and bistros of the City of Light with fifty walking tours
highlighting both major landmarks and lesser-known gems. Paris is a perfect city to
explore à pied, and this ebook is designed for just that. On each page you’ll find an
illustrated map and, along with it, insider info on where to eat, drink, stop, and shop.
With these fifty self-guided walking adventures you can explore historic sites, from the
Arc de Triomphe to the Musée du Louvre, as well as uncover lesser-known gems, from
open-air markets and intimate cafes to small museums with world-class art. Choose
any page, and Paris is yours for the taking.
A New Statesman Book of the Year London. A city apart. Inimitable. Or so it once
seemed. Spiralling from the outer limits of the Overground to the pinnacle of the Shard,
Iain Sinclair encounters a metropolis stretched beyond recognition. The vestiges of
secret tunnels, the ghosts of saints and lost poets lie buried by developments, the
cycling revolution and Brexit. An electrifying final odyssey, The Last London is an
unforgettable vision of the Big Smoke before it disappears into the air of memory.
A completely new Trail Guide dedicated to the London section of the Thames Path from
Hampton Court to the Thames Barrier. Until now, Aurum’s popular one-volume
Thames Path guide has had all too little room to cover the endlessly rich array of sights
and history along its London section – something to look at literally every yard of the
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way. Now, Aurum publishes a completely new walker’s guide just to the London
Thames, laid out to its new full-colour Trail Guide design, and including the extension to
Crayford . Here is all the history along the river from the Mesolithic Period timber piles
near Vauxhall Bridge to the new Shard skyscraper shooting skywards at London
Bridge. It covers all the folklore from the famous frost fairs to the much-lamented beach
near Tower Bridge, not forgetting the poignant recent visit of a large whale to the centre
of London. The Thames winds all the way through London’s history and culture, from
Henry VIII’s Hampton Court to the chequered fate of the Dome/O2: the London
resident as much as the visiting tourist will find in this guide something new every step
of the way.
The Rough Guide to Walks in London and South East England is the ultimate guide to
walking in this richly varied region. The book is for walkers of every ability, with varied
itineraries from picturesque woodland strolls in the heart of the city, to get-away-from-itall weekend hikes through the South Downs. The routes are detailed and easy-to-follow
with descriptions of sights along the way, as well as lively background features on
everything from smugglers’ tales to stone circles. There are great recommendations for
places to eat and have a pint along the way, whether you choose a canal walk in the
capital or a hike along the Ridgeway. With a full-colour introduction and accurate, easyto-read maps, this is the must-have guide for those who aren’t afraid to get their boots
muddy. Make the most of your time with the Rough Guide to Walks in London and
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South East England.
Fifteen themed walks highlighting the best that London has to offer, from historic
palaces and gardens to the pleasures of the famous River Thames and the landmarks
around Docklands and the City. Original illustrated maps and essential information
make this a perfect guide for visitors to the capital. This stunning guide takes in
London’s famous landmarks and streets giving a description of each walk and
information on historic sites and places of interest. The walks range from between 1
and 6 miles, and give the nearest train or Underground stations for the start and end of
the walks, with a locator map indicating where stations are.
New York City the perfect place for a boy and his dad to spend the day! Follow them on
their walk around Manhattan, from Grand Central Terminal to the top of the Empire
State Building, from Greenwich Village to the Statue of Liberty, learning lots of facts and
trivia along the way.
An illustrated city walking guide like no other. Whether you’re a city-dweller who wants
to explore your home turf, or a keen country walker who likes the idea of trying
something different, or a discerning weekend breaker who wants to get under the skin
of a city in a day or two, Urban Rambles is the book to inspire you to get out and
explore your nearest city on foot. Each of these 20 walks includes: a GPS enabled map
configured for your mobile device specially commissioned illustrations of the route and
walk data inspiring photographs of the things you will see along the way information on
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green spaces and architectural gems recommended cafes, pubs and independent
shops England's cities have become much more walkable places in the last decade,
with huge investments in green spaces, redevelopment of old industrial areas and a
complete urban planning re-think in favour of pedestrians. Walking in a city is the
healthy lifestyle choice, offering you the chance to exercise and the calming powers of
green spaces. Choose from cathedral cities like York and Lincoln, seats of learning like
Cambridge and Oxford, trading ports like Bristol and Liverpool, cities designed for
pleasure like Brighton and Bath. Choose to visit Victorian industrial cities Manchester,
Sheffield and Birmingham, and of course the nation’s capital, where a new 25-mile
circular route takes you from urban regeneration through the Olympic Park and past
rivers, parks and palaces.

Travel under the streets of London with this lavishly illustrated exploration of
abandoned, modified, and reused Underground tunnels, stations, and
architecture.
From Elephant and Castle to Southwark, from London Bridge to Westminster,
Black History Walks takes you through the historic Black sites around the City of
London, and with the companion guide, you'll get more in-depth history of the
story of each place and how it links to Africa. In this two-book guide, you'll get: ?
Comprehensive coverage of historical places in London that have a relationship
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with Africa; ? How the most touristic attraction are actually hidden gems from
Africa; ? Connect with places with African roots in this metropolis; ? Walking
tours that can be self-walked or accompanied with the official Black History
Walks tours; ? A companion guide to give you more in-depth history of the
African relationship with London.
Tate to Tate is a book like no other you have ever seen. Concertina-bound, it
shows a group of people walking east along the South Bank. Brightly coloured,
brilliantly drawn by artist Tommy Penton, they are a diverse group, of all races
and ages, and as you follow their progress from spread to spread you start to
notice cunning details and the beginning of a story. Behind them, in the
foreground, are Lambeth, Hungerford, Blackfriars and Southwark Bridges, and
the London Eye - and across the Thames a magnificent panorama of the
buildings on the North Bank: Tate Britain, the Palace of Westminster, the Savoy
Hotel, Somerset House. Then, arriving at Tate Modern, and the climaxes of the
stories you have been following, you see that another group of characters is
walking west, each with another story to follow. A game as absorbing as Where's
Wally, a delightful, totally original guidebook, a stunning graphic book, Tate to
Tate will appeal to Londoners of all ages, to tourists, to anyone who wants an
exceptional graphic book at a remarkably reasonable price.
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For 140 miles, the London LOOP (London Outer Orbital Path) follows a green
corridor right around the capital, offering a circular walk among secret
countryside that can make you forget you're within a few miles of Heathrow
Airport, the A13, or the suburban sprawl of Croydon, Watford or Dagenham. Here
is rolling downland near Coulsdon, the forest of Enfield Chase, the lonely
Thames marshes at Rainham, the classical parkland of Bushy Park and a
canalside stroll at Uxbridge. London could not seem further away. Each of the
guide's 15 sections represents a day's walk of reasonable length, and starts and
finishes at a public transport point.
Walking Cities: London (second edition) brings together a new interdisciplinary
field of artists, writers, architects, musicians, human geographers and
philosophers to consider how a city walk informs and triggers new processes of
making, thinking, researching and communicating. In particular, the book
examines how the city contains narratives, knowledge and contested materialities
that are best accessed through the act of walking. The varied contributions take
the form of short stories, illustrated essays, personal reflections and accounts of
walks both real and fictional. While artist and RCA tutor Rut Blees Luxemburg
and philosopher Jean-Luc Nancy recount a nocturnal journey from Shoreditch to
the City of London; architect Peter St John of the practice Caruso St John offers
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a detailed and personal reflection on the Holloway Road; and architect and
author Douglas Murphy examines what he calls London’s ‘more politically
charged locations’ in his account of a solitary walk through an area of South
London. Ultimately, Walking Cities: London seeks to understand the wider
significance of changing geographies to generate critical questions and creative
perspectives for navigating the social and political impact of rapid urban change.
London - the perfect place for a girl and her mother to spend the day Follow them
as they alight the classic red bus and begin a whirlwind tour of some of London's
most iconic land marks.
Investigate one of the most compelling killers of all time! Jack the Ripper: The
Casebook takes readers on a tour of Victorian London’s underworld where the
slayings took place, from street corner taverns to unsavory lodging houses. One
by one the murder victims are revealed, the circumstances of their killings
investigated, and the suspects analyzed. What amateur sleuths will find most
fascinating here are the many facsimiles of contemporary documents, including
letters allegedly sent by Jack the Ripper to police and elsewhere, police reports,
press articles, and personal correspondence. These facsimiles provide readers
with access to all the available information so they, too, can try to unravel this
century-old mystery.
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This title takes the intrepid ghost seeker on a truly hair-raising journey to some of
the capital's spookiest places. From the chilling manifestations at the infamous 50
Berkeley Square to the eternal restlessness of Jack the Ripper's victims, no
haunted house is left unmentioned.
An illustrated travel guide to London featuring selected attractions alphabetically
ordered and including interesting and sometimes bizarre facts and historical
tidbits.
London - the perfect place for a girl and her mother to spend the day! Follow
them as they alight the classic red bus and begin a whirlwind tour of some of
London's most iconic land marks.
Iain Sinclair explores modern London through a day's hike around the London
Overground route. Echoing his journey in London Orbital over a decade ago, Iain
Sinclair narrates his second circular walk around the capital. Shortly after rushhour and accompanied by a rambling companion, Sinclair begins walking along
London's Overground network, or, 'Ginger Line'. With characteristic playfulness,
detours into folk history, withering assessments of the political classes and a
joyful allegiance to the ordinary oddball, Sinclair guides us on a tour of London's
trendiest new transport network - and shows the shifting, changing city from new
and surprising angles. 'He is incapable of writing a dull paragraph' Scotland on
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Sunday 'Sinclair breathes wondrous life into monstrous man-made landscapes'
Times Literary Supplement 'If you are drawn to English that doesn't just sing, but
sings the blues and does scat and rocks the joint, try Sinclair. His sentences
deliver a rush like no one else's' Washington Post Iain Sinclair's books include
London Orbital, Hackney, That Rose-Red Empire, Downriver (which won the
James Tait Black Memorial Prize and the Encore Award) Ghost Milk and
American Smoke. He lives in Hackney, East London.
Jack the Ripper: Scotland Yard Investigates strips away much of the nonsense
that has accumulated since 1888 and reopens files on a case that will perhaps
never be fully solved but will always fascinate.
Following in the footsteps of her successful BBC2 1998 series, Coast to Coast,
As the Crow Flies describes Janet Street-Porter's attempt to walk the 350 miles
from Edinburgh Observatory to Greenwich Observatory in a dead straight line.
She discovers a new way of walking—the OS map isn't quite so handy when you
can't stray off a line you've drawn on a map. What's more useful is a heavy
clearing stick, the power of persuasion, and the patience of a saint. Janet adopts
the old ramblers' cause of the "right to roam," discovering some of the most
beautiful countryside in Britain—as well as bargaining and begging her way into
secure properties, dodging Boeing 737s on take-off, and invading army bases
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and Saturday morning golf tournaments, all in the name of completing this
mammoth walk strictly as the crow flies.
*Shortlisted for the PEN/Diamonstein-Spielvogel Award for the Art of the Essay*
Selected as a Book of the Year 2016 by the Financial Times, Guardian, New
Statesman, Observer, The Millions and Emerald Street 'Flâneuse [flanne-euhze],
noun, from the French. Feminine form of flâneur [flanne-euhr], an idler, a
dawdling observer, usually found in cities. That is an imaginary definition.' If the
word flâneur conjures up visions of Baudelaire, boulevards and bohemia – then
what exactly is a flâneuse? In this gloriously provocative and celebratory book,
Lauren Elkin defines her as ‘a determined resourceful woman keenly attuned to
the creative potential of the city, and the liberating possibilities of a good walk’.
Part cultural meander, part memoir, Flâneuse traces the relationship between the
city and creativity through a journey that begins in New York and moves us to
Paris, via Venice, Tokyo and London, exploring along the way the paths taken by
the flâneuses who have lived and walked in those cities. From nineteenth-century
novelist George Sand to artist Sophie Calle, from war correspondent Martha
Gellhorn to film-maker Agnes Varda, Flâneuse considers what is at stake when a
certain kind of light-footed woman encounters the city and changes her life, one
step at a time.
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Discover the people, places, and landmarks that have rewritten history! Black London is a
complete guide that shines a new and much-needed light on the rich Black history of London’s
inhabitants and beyond. From Cleopatra’s Needle on the Victoria Embankment, the Nelson
Mandela Statue in Parliament Square, and the Stuart Hall Library in Westminster to the
Memorial Gates in Constitution Hill, the Wayne Marques corbel on the London Bridge, the
Black Lives Matter mural in Woolwich, and so much more. This must-have travel guide
showcases over 120 historical sites worth visiting and revisiting. Author Avril Nanton is a
qualified London tour guide and Black history historian. Jody Burton is a librarian and
bibliophile with a particular interest in Black history and art.
This guidebook details the Pilgrims' Way, an historic pilgrimage route to Canterbury Cathedral
in Kent, home of the shrine of the martyred archbishop, St Thomas Becket. The route is
described both from Winchester in Hampshire (138 miles) and London's Southwark Cathedral
(901?4 miles), with an optional spur to Rochester Cathedral. With relatively easy walking on
ancient byways, the route from Winchester is presented in 15 stages of 5-14 miles: it can be
comfortably completed in under a fortnight. It follows a major chalk ridge through scenic
countryside, taking in characterful towns and villages and historic churches. The route from
Southwark is described in 10 stages and includes a visit to the ruined Lesnes Abbey. Detailed
route description is accompanied by 1:50,000 OS mapping, advice on making the most of a trip
and information on the historical background to the pilgrimage, key historical figures and local
points of interest. Accommodation listings and details of facilities and transport links can be
found in the appendices. Pilgrimages to Becket's shrine began within a few years of the his
death in 1170, although Canterbury was a popular destination even before this time due to the
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nearby shrine of St Augustine. The route has featured in literature, drama and film, and forms
the setting for Geoffrey Chaucer's famous Middle English work, The Canterbury Tales.
* Fully illustrated with more than 250 color photographs and 33 maps* Part of the international
111 Places/111 Shops series with over 150 titles and 1 million copies in print worldwide
Experience the less explored nooks and pockets of Britain's capital through the eyes of a
passionate local. With its labyrinth of characterful streets and alleys, charming squares, open
green spaces, monuments and museums, public artworks, bustling markets, and tempting
boutiques and restaurants, London is a walker's paradise. Whether you're a first time visitor or
longtime local, the city offers endless surprises - fascinating sights and stories, both ancient
and modern, hidden in plain view. London insider and native Nicola Perry leads you away from
the famed attractions on 33 strolls through the city's most interesting enclaves, sharing
entertaining insights, historical anecdotes, and engaging tips at every cobblestoned turn. Each
walk burrows its way into the heart of a neighborhood, crafting and curating a path that reveals
its individual essence and personality.
______________________________ The huge word-of-mouth bestseller – completely
updated for 2019 THE LONDON THAT TOURISTS DON’T SEE Look beyond Big Ben and
past the skyscrapers of the Square Mile, and you will find another London. This is the land of
long-forgotten tube stations, burnt-out mansions and gently decaying factories. Welcome to
DERELICT LONDON: a realm whose secrets are all around us, visible to anyone who cares to
look . . . Paul Talling – our best-loved investigator of London’s underbelly – has spent over
fifteen years uncovering the stories of this hidden world. Now, he brings together 100 of his
favourite abandoned places from across the capital: many of them more magnificent, more
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beautiful and more evocative than you can imagine. Covering everything from the overgrown
stands of Leyton Stadium to the windswept alleys of the Aylesbury Estate, DERELICT
LONDON reveals a side of the city you never knew existed. It will change the way you see
London. ______________________________ PRAISE FOR THE DERELICT LONDON
PROJECT ‘Fascinating images showing some of London’s eeriest derelict sites show another
side to the busy, built-up capital.’ Daily Mail ‘Talling has managed to show another side to the
capital, one of abandoned buildings that somehow retain a sense of beauty.’ Metro ‘Excellent
. . . As much as it is an inadvertent vision of how London might look after a catastrophe,
DERELICT LONDON is valuable as a document of the one going on right in front of us.’ New
Statesman ‘From the iconic empty shell of Battersea Power Station to the buried ‘ghost’
stations of the London Underground, the city is peppered with decaying buildings. Paul Talling
knows these places better than anyone in the capital.’ Daily Express ‘[London has an]
unusual (and deplorable) number of abandoned buildings. Paul Talling’s surprise bestseller,
DERELICT LONDON, is their shabby Pevsner.’ Daily Telegraph
______________________________
This guidebook presents 25 varied walks exploring London's green and open spaces. Covering
both the city centre and the Greater London area, it takes in royal parks, heaths, forests,
canals and rivers, including Epping Forest, Hampstead Heath, the World Heritage site of Kew
Gardens and Wimbledon Common. Walks range from 4 to 14 miles and most can be accessed
by public transport
Where did the real Jack the Ripper live? Which pub in London has been used more than any
other by serial killers picking up their victims? Where was the capital's Gladiators’ Arena?
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Where in London did Anders Breivik, the Norwegian mass murderer, live as a child? Jack The
Ripper (and 15 other London serial killers!), the Krays, Aleister Crowley, Ruth Ellis, Doctor
John Dee, Sach and Walters the baby farmers – all these characters and more are covered in
Bloody London, a unique and terrifying walk through the dark, gore-drenched streets of the
capital. A must-have for fans of crime, horror, the supernatural and the simply bizarre, Bloody
London will also show you: • Sites of executions and unsolved murders • London’s creepiest
cemeteries • Where famous horror authors lived and worked • Where the Plague originated •
A haunted church and many other locations… London’s dark and shocking secrets are laid
bare in this compendium of true stories. We dare you to look inside…
Presents facts, trivia, and the history behind famous landmarks in London, including St. Paul's
Cathedral, Big Ben, and Buckingham Palace.

A Walk in LondonWalker
London is a walker's paradise. In 30 original walks, distinguished historian
Andrew Duncan reveals the true heart of one of the world's greatest capital cities.
"
In February 2016, Gabriel Stewart embarked on a walk around the UK with just a
backpack, a camera and a tent for company. With little previous experience of
hiking or camping on his own, it was always going to be an interesting one. This
isn’t your typical hiking book, wittering on about the cold fierce winds battering
Gabriel’s determined face as he treads across a mountainside. It’s an
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exploration of the mind of a confused, self-deprecating eighteen- to nineteen-yearold boy as he dibbles and dabbles in everything from mental health problems to
the fake radio voice of Hugh Fearnley-Whittingstall. ‘I will walk a thousand miles
and it will be for charity - and maybe some other reason which I may or may not
discover at some point in a random soggy British field.’ That pretty much sums
up the logic. I Went for a Walk is the story of how it all went spectacularly wrong.
From the sources of the Fleet in Hampstead's ponds to the mouth of the Effra in
Vauxhall, via the meander of the Westbourne through 'Knight's Bridge' and the
Tyburn's curve along Marylebone Lane, London's Lost Rivers unearths the
hidden waterways that flow beneath the streets of the capital. Paul Talling
investigates how these rivers shaped the city - forming borough boundaries and
transport networks, fashionable spas and stagnant slums - and how they all
eventually gave way to railways, roads and sewers. Armed with his camera, he
traces their routes and reveals their often overlooked remains: riverside pubs on
the Old Kent Road, healing wells in King's Cross, 'stink pipes' in Hammersmith
and gurgling gutters on streets across the city. Packed with maps and over 100
colour photographs, London's Lost Rivers uncovers the watery history of the
city's most famous sights, bringing to life the very different London that lies
beneath our feet.
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A brilliant voyage of discovery into the deeply unfashionable fringes of London. 'It
isn't often that one reads a book and is convinced that it's an instant classic, but
I'm sure that LONDON ORBITAL will be read 50 years from now. This account of
his walk around the M25 is on one level a journey into the heart of darkness, that
terrain of golf courses, retail parks and industrial estates which is Blair's Britain.
It's a fascinating snapshot of who we are, lit by Sinclair's vivid prose, andon
another level a warning that the mythological England of village greens and
cycling aunts has been buried under the rush of a million radial tyres' J. G.
Ballard, Observer
The only way to truly discover a city, they say, is on foot. Taking this to extremes,
Mark Mason sets out to walk the entire length of the London Underground overground - passing every station on the way. In a story packed with historical
trivia, personal musings and eavesdropped conversations, Mark learns how to
get the best gossip in the City, where to find a pint at 7am, and why the Bank of
England won't let you join the M11 northbound at Junction 5. He has an East End
cup of tea with the Krays' official biographer, discovers what cabbies mean by 'on
the cotton', and meets the Archers star who was the voice of 'Mind the Gap'.
Over the course of several hundred miles, Mark contemplates London's
contradictions as well as its charms. He gains insights into our fascination with
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maps and sees how walking changes our view of the world. Above all, in this love
letter to a complicated friend, he celebrates the sights, sounds and soul of the
greatest city on earth.
The Capital Ring is a 78-mile (125 km) walking route encircling inner London that
links the astonishing number of islands of green space - parks, woodlands,
abandoned railway lines, towpaths and nature reserves - which still survive in the
very heart of the city. The Ring takes in many of London's leading attractions - for
example, the Thames Barrier, Eltham Palace and Richmond Park - as well as
overlooked gems such as Oxleas Meadows, the Parkland Walk and Abbey Mills
Pumping Station, and gives a close-up view of the ever-changing Olympic Park.
This guide divides the route into 15 sections, each starting and finishing at a
public transport point, and is packed with a vast amount of information.
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